
Step 1: Unpacking Wally Rebounder

Open carton, separate all the parts from packing material. 

Verify all parts are in the box. Save packing.  

 

Step 2: Setup Wally Rebounder

Read and familiarize yourself with 

setting up your Wally Rebounder floor 

model first as show in figure 1.
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SETUP INSTRUCTIONS (continued)

 

Step 3: Adjusting the Stand Legs 

Beginning with one stand (1), spread 

open collapsible legs (6) as shown in 

Figure 2. Next hold stand (1) shaft in one 

hand and leg collar (5) in other hand as 

show in in Figure 3. Press down on leg 

collar (5) keeping hand out of moving 

parts until legs are about 40-60 degree 

angle to shaft.  

 

Step 4: Setup Floor Stand and Board

Position board in an upright position 

on one side of table as shown in 

Figure 4. Make sure board is flat on 

table (lay towel underneath if 

desired). Attach floor stand on side of 

table as shown in Figure 4.  Tighten 

tilt control knob to keep board stable. 

 

Step 5: Attach Mini Stand 

Attach mini stand to board by 

positioning mini stand (1)  such 

that leg adjustment knob (7) is 

located on far side of board as 

shown in Figure 5. Tighten tilt 

control knob (3).  
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Step 6: Adjust Mini Stand Height

Release height adjustment lever (4) 

and lower stand downwards about 

2 1/2" or until leg collar (5) is just 

below bottom of board as shown in 

Figure 6. Tighten height adjustment 

lever (4).

Step 7: Adjust Floor Stand Height 

Grip floor stand mount with one 

hand while loosening floor stand 

height adjustment knob with your 

other hand as shown in Figure 7. 

Lift board so that it is level with your 

table top. Do not tighten height 

adjustment knob at this time.

Step 8: Swing Board onto Table

While still holding floor stand 

mount with one hand, grip the 

center of board strut with your 

other hand. Swing board onto 

your table as shown in Figure 8. 

Now go back and tighten floor 

stand height adjustment knob. 
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BOTTOM SPIN PLAY
Loosen tilt control knobs on both 
floor and mini stands and tilt board 
in on open position as shown in 
Figure 9. The more open the 
position the ball return will be 
higher and slower versus the more 
closed position the ball return is 
lower and faster.   

BOARD STABILITY
It's important that the board is stable and not rocking 

at the stands. If there is a wobble either raise or lower 

the height of the board on one side or square up the 

legs at the floor by moving or rotating them.

 

Step 9: Move Board Behind Net

While still holding floor stand mount 

with one hand and board strut with 

other hand, lift and move board and 

stands to about 6" from back of net. 

Position at a slight angle with mini 

stand side further back from net as 

shown in Figure 8. Stabilize board 

by adjusting base of stands (see 

Board Stability). 
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